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Performance experience: 

2015-2016- Freelance dancer with the creators, Eyal Dadon; Sharon Kashi and Shekatek dance group. 

2013-2015- dancer at JDT- Jerusalem Dance Theatre, a repertoire company, directed by Lior Lev. Among others, I 

worked with the choreographers Liat Waysbort, Ido Batash, Eyal Dadon, Francheska Harper, and Netta 

Pulvermacher. 

April 2015- I performed at a gala evening at the "Joyce" theatre, NY, as part of a collaboration with Francheska 

Harper. 

2009-2013- I performed excerpts from: "House" by Sharon Eyal-  (Leo Larousse); "Rooster" by Barak Marshall 

(Melanie Berson); "Oister" by Inbal Pinto (Melanie Berson); "A million  kisses to my skin" by David Dawson; "Swan 

lake" by Matthew Bourne (Mate Moray); "Bollero" by Johan Inger (Lea Yanay); "Years of light" Jakopo Godanni 

(Oryan Yohanan) and others. 

2011- winner of the third prize of "Dancer Born", dance competition held by the ministry of education. 

 

Creation expirience 

2017- Invitation to perform my solo piece 'Measure me' at 'Friedensfest' festival, Augsburg, Germany in Augost 

2017, and at the 'Highways performance center' LA California, October 2017. I was also invited to give contemporary 

workshop at the 'Claire Trevor school of the art's, SF California. The piece was chosen to perform at 'Factory 3' 

exhibition, in Haifa museum, in March 2017, among other leading choreographers. 

2016- Invitation to be a part of the elective committee, at the MASH (Machol Shalem dance house ) international 

choreography competition, among other well-known Israeli choreographers such as Oded Graph and Shlomi Bitton.  

2016- I premiered my solo work 'Measure me ' in Israel. 

2015-2016 – I am part of the Art Accelerator program given by MASH- Machol Shalem dance house, that supports 

artists in their creative process. 

2014-2015- My solo piece"RE- plan" performed on febuary 2015 in "Diablogue"- directed by Ella Ben- Aharon and 

Netta Pulvermacher; it was premiered in May 2014, in MASH international Dance week, and  in Warehouse 2 in 

Jaffa port, hosted by the Choreographers Association. 

 

Workshops 

2016- Participant of Arts Oasis dance program, given by IUGTE in Tuscany October 2016. Recipient of excellence 

grant.  

2015- Participant of "Simulator" dance program- directed by Michael Getman; Sharon Zuckeman, Moshe Schecter 

and Mai Zarchi. 

2014 -"Hasadna"- Repertoire workshop directed by Yaara Moses and Yarden Raz- Rep by Ohad Naharin, Sharon 

Eyal, Oded Graph and Yossi Berg and Luck Jacobs. 

2012-2013- Dance TLV summer progarmme, where I learned rep of Andonis Fondanikis, Hofesh Shceter, William  

Forsythe (Noah Gelber), and David Dawson. 

 

Education 

2009-2013- graduate of the Jerusalem academy of dance. Recipient of the dean's scholarship for excellence, for the 

year of 2013. 

Links to my showreel and to pieces I created: 

;https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6alZcMo4zTo;  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Od8ftUfdKdY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzXUSMo0I3w 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6alZcMo4zTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Od8ftUfdKdY


 


